ABSTRACT

Previous studies showed that the finger Photoplethysmographic (PPG) signal contains several dynamically distinct components. This work is focused on the characterization of the low-dimensional nonlinear component of the PPG signal.

Nine young (5-22 years of age) and ten adult (30-91 y) presumptively healthy subjects were recorded during 10 minutes in supine position. Each individual trace was divided into non-overlapping segments each with 500 data points, and kernel nonlinear estimation was performed. Noise free Realizations (NFR) were generated for each nonlinearly estimated segment.

We obtained that 72.8% (657 out of 902 analyzed NFR) of the NFR were periodic, corresponding to limit cycle attractors. Besides, 14.4% of the attractors were chaotic, and 7.4% of the NFR corresponded to point attractors. In 47 NFR (5.2%) the appearance was either periodic or chaotic, but their amplitude was less than 10% of the original trace. We classified these traces as 'quasi-punctual'. Thus, besides previously described periodic attractors, chaotic, quasi-punctual and point attractors may be found. Proportions for each type of attractors varied among subjects, and periodic attractors were more abundant among older subjects (p<0.05).

We interpret these results as an evidence of maturation of the nonlinear cardiovascular dynamics. We stress that the contribution of stochastic influences into the PPG signal cannot be omitted. Limit cycle dynamics apparently warranties a better robustness of the system. Since PPG’s stochastic component is a fractal motion, the study of the interaction between this fractal component and the low-dimensional nonlinear system need to be theoretically handled to understand their implications for cardiovascular physiology.


RESUMEN

Estudios anteriores mostraron que la señal fototopletismográfica contiene varios componentes distinguibles desde el punto de vista dinámico. El presente trabajo se ha centrado en la caracterización del componente de baja dimensión, de esa señal.
INTRODUCTION

The waveform of the finger photoplethysmographic (PPG) signal has been used as a valuable source of information about vessels' compliance and their modification with condition, drug, and presence of pathology. The waveform of the finger photoplethysmographic signal has been used as a valuable source of information about the fluctuation of heart rate it is to expect that some aspects of the complex dynamics of autonomous nerve system activity at the level of vessels' stiffness.

From the simultaneous measurement of PPG signals from different sites of a subject's body the transit time of the mechanical pulse wave can be measured, and information about pulse wave velocity can be obtained. Pulse wave velocity depends mainly upon mechanical properties of both vessels and blood, as well as on the arterial tree configuration. Even when theoretical models for realistic situations are incomplete, it seems plausible to expect that autonomic nervous system modulation of the blood vessels might also modulate pulse wave velocity.

Added to the widely documented fact that the variability of the interval between successive wave peaks is closely related to the variability of heart rate it is to expect that some aspects of the complex dynamics of autonomous nerve system activity at the level of vessels' stiffness.

Much theoretical effort is being devoted to understanding the shape of a single PPG wave, where the original pulse wave raveling from the heart to the finger is added to at least one reflected wave coming apparently from lower parts of the body.

It seems plausible to assume that besides the approach focused on the morphology of individual waveforms, the PPG signal can be viewed as emerging from a complex system were tools from nonlinear science can be appropriate, as it has been suggested for other cardiovascular signals. The possibility of de-composing the PPG signal into different contributing elements has been suggested by different studies.

In particular it seems possible to estimate the nonlinear dynamics of PPG stationary component through a nonlinear identification approach. We hypothesize that an approach based on nonlinear identification and complexity theory can be useful for the study of this particularly revealing signal. This line of thought brought Hernandez et al to the identification of the fractal component of the PPG signal, and preliminary evidences about their modification in pregnancy were suggested. Another component is the low-dimensional attractor. According to the first reports using a nonlinear identification approach, the low-dimensional attractor is a limit cycle, whose periodic noise free realizations mimic the morphology of the original waveform.

This report has been focused on the characterization of the low-dimensional nonlinear component of the PPG signal taken from a larger data set. Results from current research refine previous conclusions. In particular, we report that although most of the segments presented periodic NFR, also punctual, quasi-punctual and chaotic attractors are present. Apparently, the proportion of attractors varies with age, suggesting that our approach can provide further insights into cardiovascular system maturation in humans.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sixteen presumably healthy subjects (05 - 91 years) participated in the study. All of them were informed of the characteristics of the test and accepted to take part of it. Children's parents were asked and accepted their involvement in the study. Ten minutes
in supine position of PPG waveform data was digitized with a sampling rate of 75 Hz (pulse oxymeter Oxy 9800, Combiomeq). PPG signal was recorded from the left pointer finger, and the hand was laid on the bed, at the side of the body. Pulse oxymeter sends continuously the digitized signal to the serial port of a PC where it is collected and stored. All the statistical processing was performed off-line.

Baseline of each recorded PPG signal was corrected by subtracting a 22-order whole signal adjusted polynomial of the type:

\[
S_t = a_0 + a_1 t + a_2 t^2 + \ldots + a_k t^k
\]

Where \( S_t \) is the photoplethysmographic signal evaluated at time \( t \); \( a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_k \) are real constants, corresponding to the model's coefficients.

Trend-corrected signals were divided in approximately 55 segments of 500 data points to reduce the non-stationarity of the signal. Nonlinear dynamics identification and a noise free realization were estimated to each segment.

**Nonlinear Dynamics identification.** Kernel nonparametric analysis was applied to each segment of trend-corrected signal. In kernel autoregression, the segment is fitted to a model of the type:

\[
S_t = F(S_{t-1}, S_{t-2}, \ldots, S_{t-r}) + \epsilon_t
\]

The function \( F \) is obtained as a weighted average of the observed points in the phase space, the nearest points bearing the highest contribution. For more details about the method, see references 13-14.

During the application of the kernel procedure, the following information was obtained:

- Order of the autoregressive model (\( r \)). It reflects the number of past values necessary to optimally describe the autoregressive function.
- Nonlinear correlation coefficient expressed as:

\[
\theta = \sqrt{1 - \frac{\text{Var}_\text{ne}}{\text{Var}_\text{tot}}}
\]

where \( \text{Var}_\text{tot} \) corresponds to the signal's variance and \( \text{Var}_\text{ne} \) is the unexplained variance after applying the model. In the linear case, this expression is equivalent to the linear correlation coefficient 14.

A Matlab/Scilab version of the program used is freely available from authors upon request.

Noise free realization generation (NFR). The noise free realization was obtained via sequential estimation of the function \( F \) to previously estimated data points of the time series. The initial points of the series are set at random. The 100 first points of the NFR are discarded for assuring the absence of transients in the NFR.

The phase portrait reconstructed from the NFR gives information about the noise free dynamical system. Either time domain NFR or corresponding phase portraits are provided for illustrating the types of attractors obtained.

**RESULTS**

A total of 902 segments were obtained from the 16 individual recordings. Each segment contained 500 data points. Nonlinear identification was applied to each segment. From each segment a noise free realization was estimated.

The following types of NFR were found.
Periodic NFR. A total of 657 (72.8% of total) periodic NFR were found. Typically, they resembled both in shape and amplitude the waveform of the original PPG signal.

As apparent from figure 1, details from the original waveform are recovered in the NFR, including the bulging associated to the presence of reflected waves.

Chaotic NFR. A total of 130 (14.4%) chaotic NFR were observed. As a rule, the shape of chaotic NFR resembles both the amplitude and the shape of the original tracing, though some of them were quite bizarre. Phase plots of some chaotic NFR are shown in figures 2 and 3.

Point Attractors. In 67 segments (7.4% of the total) the NFR resembled the trajectory of a damped pendulum, converging to a flat trace, corresponding to a point attractor.

Quasi-punctual NFR. In 47 NFR (5.2%) the appearance was either periodic or chaotic, but their amplitude was less than 10% of the original trace. We classify these traces as 'quasi-punctual'.

Relationship between the type of attractor and individual condition. The distribution of attractors varied widely between recorded subjects; thus periodic attractors ranged from 38.9% to 98.4% among the recorded subjects. For chaotic attractors, individual percentages varied between zero and 39.6%. Point attractors ranged between zero and 34.7%. For quasi-punctual attractors, percentages varied from zero to 16.7%.

We could not find significant regression of any value respect to age, perhaps due to the small size of the data. As an alternative to check changes associated to age, the sample was divided into two groups, one with 9 subjects aged between 5 and 22 years, and the other between 30 and 91 years of age (7 individuals).
We found that the elder subjects had a higher abundance of periodic attractors (78.5 vs 69.6%; p = 0.0017). A mirrored proportion was observed for point attractors (4.6% among older vs. 9% among younger subjects; p = 0.015).

No significant differences were observed among both groups for chaotic or quasi-periodic attractors.

DISCUSSION

Studying a larger data set, we refined a previous report about limit cycle low dimensional attractors in PPG signals. Even when they are the most abundant, more than a quarter of the NFR are either punctual or chaotic. Apparently, the abundance of punctual attractors is higher among younger individuals.
From the viewpoint of nonlinear science, this result, added upon the previously reported fractal nature of non-deterministic components of the PPG signal\textsuperscript{13}, might be of interest.

A further step can be trying to understand these results on the light of available knowledge about cardiovascular physiology.

Noise, stochastic contribution, etc, is a mathematical concept. To pretend to identify a real physiological process with noise is not theoretically founded forehand. At the same time, it seems that the autonomic activity, due to its smaller time scale and due to its vibration-like appearance, is a good candidate for representing the fractal noise that has been described in the PG signal.

If one accepts that the "noise" corresponds to the autonomic regulation, our results can be associated to certain implications.

In nonlinear dynamics, "noise" is not a mere disturbance masking real processes, as it could be with a TV signal recorded in a poor-reception area. Here stochastic contributions are regarded as innovation noise feeding the system, as the case of a training bag for boxing, whose inner dynamics is that of a point attractor. The (randomly delivered) blows of the athlete keep the bag swinging. From our methodology perspective, the NFR of the bag is a point attractor, and the observed oscillations are result of the random blows, that are, in this case, separated from the deterministic component.

Periodic attractors could reflect a state when the inner dynamics of the system, is so coupled that a periodic behaviour is possible even when ANS input is absent. From this viewpoint, periodic NFR might reflect a more robust respect to perturbations dynamics. The fact that this type of attractors is more abundant among adults might be a reflection of maturation of the blood delivering mechanisms.

Reported evidence on heart rhythm dynamics among heart transplanted individuals could serve as guidance for our results.

A transplanted heart, during the first 10 days after surgery, is devoid of nervous regulatory mechanisms, and the heart shows "metronome-like" chronotropic behaviour\textsuperscript{15}. The intrinsic pacemaker dynamic leads heart's activity. The prominent presence of limit cycle in our results might point to a dynamics of self sustained oscillations, with all the variability supported by extrinsic stochastic-fractal process. That could be explained by this pacemaker alone based regulation.

The fact that the limit cycle corresponds to low dimensionality (no more than 2 previous values are required in the autoregressive model) is noteworthly. The PPG signal reflects not only heart contractions, but also the transfer of the pulse wave through a putatively fractal network of vessel whose response to haemodynamic stimuli may be extremely complex (16-18). The fact that this system exhibits a low-dimensional periodic dynamics might reflect not a degradation, but a very shroud degree of coupling where the basic function is warranted with minimal external regulation. The ANS will modify the intrinsic dynamics only upon body's request.

Following limit cycle, chaotic attractors are the second most abundant type of dynamics observed. This leads to the idea of intrinsic chaos in the PPG signal generation. Variability in the frequency of the signal is related to HRV and amplitude variations depend primarily of central blood pressure and constriction of the arterioles\textsuperscript{19}. Respiratory depth and frequency also affect indirectly amplitude and frequency of the signal\textsuperscript{20}. All of these elements contain very rich dynamic motions.

Presence of chaos in the heart rate is a controversial topic\textsuperscript{21-22}. But is a fact that in the period from 11-100 days the transplanted heart starts an improvement of the rhythm's intrinsic complexity, even without any external autonomous inputs\textsuperscript{15}. The heart adapts to the new environment and develops its own means for self-regulation. This idea of nonlinear behaviour of heart rate, non related to the ANS, is supported by several studies\textsuperscript{23-25}. Also variability of heart contractility, reflected in blood pressure variability, shows chaotic behaviour\textsuperscript{26}.

It is accepted that small arteries and arterioles have chaotic changes in diameter that produce either chaos in vascular resistance and in blood pressure\textsuperscript{27}. It has been suggested that this chaotic behaviour has an intrinsic origin but it is regulated by the autonomous nervous system\textsuperscript{28}. Our results show changes in the dynamic from a type of attractor to other and transition from regular to highly aperiodic behaviour is seen in the vascular dynamic. We suspect that the method is sensible to the changes in strategies of the cardiovascular system.

In this sense, the study of PPG signal non-linear dynamics might open new possibility for the study of CV system as well as possible modification with disease.

Thus our results suggest that there is a sort of maturation in the nonlinear dynamics of the individual with age. A higher abundance of periodic attractors might reflect a higher robustness of the CV system. To explore concrete details of this maturation process is a major goal from our group.
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Comment of the reviewer D. Eduardo Tejera Puente. Doctorando en Universidad de Oporto. Portugal.

The paper entitled “Low dimensional attractors among peripheral photoplethysmographic signals: Relative proportion and changes with age” presents an interesting application of several dynamics behaviours quantification in the photoplethysmographic signals. Particularly, the results obtained with respect to the periodic attractor percent increment in the older group without changes in the chaotic or quasi-periodic attractor, that are the other two major parts of the dynamical behaviour in the signal, seems very promising and in fact could supports the hypothesis of complexity reduction during aging process.

I encourage the authors to increase the sample size and explore the correlations with age, sex, body mass index, oxygen levels and if possible blood measurement of biochemical markers like cholesterol and haemoglobin for a combined approach and a better understanding of the polemic complexity-physiology link.

Comment of the reviewer D. Luis Garcia Dominguez PhD. Hospital for Sick Children. Toronto. Canada

In the present paper the authors explore dynamical characteristics of the photoplethysmographic signals in a relatively large group of subjects.

This signal is recorded non-invasively and can complement other studies of cardiac dynamics based on EKG alone. By fitting a non linear autoregressive model to the data followed by a noise-free realization from a set of initial random points the authors can visualize the dynamics that has been “learned” by the model. This is a quite interesting approach and seems to be more sensible than traditional methods such as correlation dimension and Lyapunov’s exponent estimation. Surprisingly the authors report a 14.4% of chaotic dynamics which tells about the complexity of this type of recordings besides its relatively smooth and periodic temporal course.

I particularly enjoyed the discussion which offers an appropriate physiological interpretation to the non linear dynamics findings.
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